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Cloud
Designed by Wolfgang C.R. Mezger

Cloud combines luxurious comfort and an elegant aesthetic to create a chair that instantly and ef-
fortlessly enhances the working environment. Immeasurable comfort is the trademark of this breath-
taking office chair. The seat and back pad are a blend of down, feather and polyester fiber cushions, 
implementing a new level of comfort to the modern office. Available in mid and high back, this fully 
upholstered conference chair makes the workplace more inviting than ever with a new take on a classic 
piece. With a statuesque form and dignified style, Cloud makes no small statement in any environment. 

Cloud offers workplace-seating comfort like you have never felt before in an elegant, beautiful form.   
Cloud offers supreme comfort all the time. In addition to the comfort of the one-piece seat and back 
shell, the classic knee-tilt seating mechanism offers unprecedented support. The shape of the bent 
plywood seat shell cradles the users’ form and gives the impression that you are sitting into the chair. 
Cloud adds depth and dimension to conference rooms and executive office spaces alike.

Cloud is defined by a coexistence of seemingly opposing ideas. Cloud is unbelievably soft yet impossibly 
strong, bold yet understated, subtle yet powerful. This ethereal executive chair demands your attention 
with beautiful form and unparalleled comfort. The upholstery detailing makes Cloud even more invit-
ing, with a slight ruching detail offering visual interest.

Reinforced copolymer casters have a brake feature that prevents the chair from rolling away without 
weight in the chair. This safety feature keeps the chairs from slipping out from under users.  Immeasur-
able comfort is the trademark of this breathtaking office chair. Implementing a new level of comfort to 
the modern office, Cloud offers a unique seating experience unto itself. 

About Davis Furniture
Davis Furniture, located in High Point, NC, is a leading voice in the contract furniture industry focused 
on looking to the future of work environments. We offer cutting-edge, innovative, and aesthetically 
pleasing products designed to benefit the functionality of the user and the space. Founded in 1944, 
Davis Furniture is a family-owned business with the highest corporate integrity, a devoted loyalty to our 
customers, and a neverending dedication to functionality, innovation, and design.


